DISCLAIMER

Legal notice
This disclaimer applies to each consultation of the websites of BN Walls (bnwalls.
com, pictures.bnint.com),. By simply consulting the website, you expressly accept the
provisions of this disclaimer.
Accuracy of content
BN Walls pays the utmost attention to the content of the website. This content is
published in good faith to provide information about BN Walls and its goods and
services. However, BN Walls cannot make any guarantees about the completeness,
correctness or up-to-dateness of the information provided, or about its suitability for a
specific purpose. BN Walls likewise does not guarantee the continuous accessibility of
the website, the absence of faults or the proper functioning of the website. BN Walls
cannot in any way be held liable for the information provided on the website or the
use thereof, or for any damage whatsoever which might arise therefrom. Every effort is
made to ensure that the color, prize and design of the product appear as accurately as
possible, however the actual colors you will see can vary dependent upon your computer
equipment and as such we cannot guarantee that the goods on delivery will reflect the
color on your computer.
The website may contain hyperlinks or references to external websites. These links are
provided for information purposes only. BN Walls cannot be held liable for the content of
these websites or for the policies (including privacy policy) applying to these websites.
Copyright ©
It is not permitted to copy, distribute, sell, publish or otherwise use part or all of the
website or its contents for commercial purposes, unless prior express written permission
has been granted by BN International (marketing@bnint.nl). However, you may copy,
print and use the data accessed for non-commercial, information purposes for personal
use. There is also the possibility for professionals/press to download brochures, images,
logos etc after login to our website pictures.bnin.nl. However, these downloads are
also subject to strict conditions, including a specific Copyright notice. These images are
exclusively for use by official BN Walls distributors and retailers for social media, in store,
newsletters and websites.
The images must be clearly identifiable as the property of BN International/BN Walls.
Unauthorized use of images is punishable under copyright laws.
Do not:
• Change the image materials in terms of colour.
• Publishing images on social media networks is only permitted if they are linked to
BN International or BN Walls (@bnwallsofficial and #bnwalls).
• Images may not be passed on to third parties without permission from the marketing
department of BN International.

E-mail disclaimer
Each e-mail is intended for the exclusive use of the individual or entity that is the named
addressee and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are
not the named or intended addressee, please inform the sender immediately by reply
transmission and delete the relevant e-mail, including any attachments, without opening
or copying it. In addition, in this event you are hereby notified that any disclosure,
reading, reproduction, dissemination, distribution or any other use of the relevant e-mail,
including any attachments, is strictly prohibited. No warranty or guarantee is given with
respect to the correct and accurate transmission of the content as well as with respect to
the timely receipt of a sent e-mail.
Although we routinely screen incoming and outgoing e-mail messages for viruses,
addressees should scan this e-mail and any attachments for viruses themselves. We do
not guarantee in any way the absence of viruses in this e-mail or any attachments and
we disclaim any liability in case of security problem that this message may cause to any
system. Transmissions over the internet are inherently insecure and we cannot guarantee
the proper or complete transmission of the information contained in this communication
or the time of its receipt.

Contact details
BN International/ BN Walls
1271 AH Huizen
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 35 524 84 39
Mail: info@bnwalls.com

